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The cloud is not simply a destination for workload migration that also somehow
solves IT operational problems. The organizations that are most successfully
tapping into the power of cloud have recognized that running IT operations for
cloud-based service delivery is different than traditional IT operations required for
infrastructure-oriented service delivery—and they have operationalized for cloud.
For these organizations, this means integrating new processes and tools to enable
IT teams responsible for code, performance and control functions to break down
functional silos and work seamlessly across on-premises and public cloud
environments. They have, ultimately, optimized IT service delivery in a way that
enables a digital business strategy and drives business outcomes.
VMware customers can implement a cloud operating model to deliver IT services
that support the speed and agility needed for digital success. With VMware
private and hybrid cloud solutions based on VMware® Cloud Foundation® you can
modernize IT service delivery to get consistent infrastructure and operations
everywhere workloads are deployed.
This paper helps IT leaders, such as VPs of Infrastructure and Operations,
consider various aspects of deploying a cloud operating model for private or
hybrid cloud based on VMware Cloud Foundation.
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“The
“
changing role of Operations
is directly tied to achieving
business outcomes: supporting
organizational agility and
speed, contributing operational
expertise to all dimensions
of IT delivery, and managing
infrastructure cost effectively in
a world of infinitely elastic supply
of infrastructure.”
GENE KIM, MODERNIZING IT OPERATIONS
IN THE AGE OF DEVOPS

76%

OF IT ORGANIZATIONS
are committed to hybrid cloud as
a long-term strategy, according to
recent research.1

Traditional Operations
Don’t Support Cloud Services
How to simultaneously solve for both new and traditional
IT priorities?
Cloud adoption has turned out to be more complex, in some ways, than early
adopters originally anticipated. While it has proven to deliver the benefits of
infrastructure scale, a reduction in capital expenditures and rapid workload
deployment, it also requires a new IT service delivery model to support successful
digital initiatives. The complexity of migrating existing workloads and managing
cloud-based IT service delivery exposes the existing silos of functional groups that
were designed and optimized for traditional infrastructure-based service delivery—
and they are not fit for cloud service delivery.
Organizations that have moved toward a cloud infrastructure while maintaining a
traditional infrastructure-focused service delivery model find that the cloud only
amplifies the limitations of a change control and manual process-oriented operational
model. Instead of streamlining development and accelerating business outcomes, the
functional focus and handoffs between multiple siloed operating teams can
undermine the agility and time to market benefits of cloud.
As demands from application-focused and technology-enabled businesses
accelerate, IT leaders are finding that their cost and control-oriented operations
model needs to change along with their infrastructure sourcing model. IT operations
need to execute on new agility, responsiveness, and speed to market priorities, while
also ensuring that existing cost, service quality, security and compliance
responsibilities are not neglected.

1. Enterprise Strategy Group. Hybrid Cloud Trends: Strategies for optimizing On-premises and Public Cloud
Infrastructure. June 2019. N = 358.
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KEY TAKEAWAY

A Cloud Operating Model takes the
best of the public cloud and applies it
to private cloud, public cloud and edge
environments, accelerating your ability to
deliver digital business outcomes.

A Cloud Operating Model Ties Back to
Business Goals
The adoption of best practices from the hyper-scale cloud providers can mature your
IT organization, transforming it from a reactive, resource-constrained cost-center to a
proactive, business-focused provider of IT services.
But the success of those efforts comes from tying the business strategy to cloud
strategy to the operating model – not IT process transformation in isolation.

Business Strategy

Cloud Operating
Model

Cloud Strategy

A cloud operating model includes the processes required to maximize the benefit
from the adoption or creation of cloud services. In other words, to be able to rapidly
scale services and resources, onboard or create new services efficiently, and provide
a secure, trusted cloud platform for internal and external consumers.
Like all operating models, the cloud operating model consists of the people,
processes and technology required to execute successfully.

• Organizational Structure

People

• Roles
• Accountability

• Cloud Platform
• Technical Capabilities
• Multi-Architecture

• Governance & Policies

Technology

Process

• Operational Processes
• SLAs, HA, Monitoring

THE CLOUD OPERATING MODEL

This model changes the way IT services are built, governed, supported, consumed
and managed. It allows organizations to provide consistency across IT services—from
user experience to governance and management.
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KEY TAKEAWAY

Although the titles may vary for your
organization, the key to guiding change
is to focus are each stakeholder group’s
goals and mindset. Put yourself in their
shoes and ask “what’s in it for me?” for
each.
So, how do you optimize service
delivery across these roles?

Getting Buy-In for
Your Cloud Operating Model
Shifting to a cloud operating model necessitates change that
requires buy-in from everyone whose job function is impacted.
IT leaders should get buy-in from key service delivery stakeholders to ensure
operational success. Many cloud initiatives fail because IT organizations have not
considered the demands and incentives that each of their stakeholders encounter
when working in their functional silos. When transforming operations to a cloud
operating model, leaders must consider the needs of people across the organization
in order to focus on overall service delivery.
When considering the stakeholders impacted by this new model, there are three
primary groups of service delivery stakeholders in a typical cloud operating model:
code, performance and control functions.

Code Stakeholders
Members of this group focus on writing software features. In a way, cloud doesn't
necessarily matter to them; it's the code that runs on a cloud that is important.
Developers
APIs | Features | Portability
Developers write the applications and work through code and API’s
that expose the features that are important to them. They typically
want code to be portable across multiple environments, unless they
design for cloud-specific services.
Application Delivery
Iterate | Improve | Innovate
Application delivery managers improve developer productivity and
drive innovation through continuous iterations and improvements to
the code.
Operations
Scale | Support | Visibility
The operations team supports the environment and focuses on
visibility and the ability to support and scale applications into
production.
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Performance Stakeholders
Members of this group are not so much concerned with the underlying technology as
they are with the impact on the business. Their work may not interact with the cloud
aside from a dashboard, invoice or report.
Strategy
Reach | Speed | Savings
A strategist or finance executive may only care about the cloud so
far as it enables them to reach new markets more quickly or at a
lower cost.
Line of Business (LoB)
Outcomes | Capabilities | Trust
The line of business (LoB) stakeholder is primarily interested in the
business outcome. They are looking for a set of capabilities that
they can trust, and they are willing to pay for it.
Database Administrators (DBA)
Throughput | Capacity | Latency
A database administrator (DBA) or business critical apps team will
tend to focus on classic performance indicators such as throughput,
capacity and latency. They want to know: Will the key app run fast
enough? Will it run out of room?

Control Stakeholders
The third group is more traditional to IT organizations.
Analysts
Value | Policy | Return
Analysts may look to ensure that a cloud will provide value to the
business, adhere to corporate policy and provide a favorable return
on investment.
Security Administrators
Security | Availability | Compliance
The security administrator will focus on compliance, availability and
data integrity.

Architects
Self-service | Automation | Governance
The architect who leads service development and builds out cloud
capabilities, often prioritizing self-service, automation and
governance.
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Optimize and Automate Hybrid
Cloud Operations
The transformation of an operating model from a focus on infrastructure to a focus on
application-oriented services is a combination of people, process and technology.
The intersection of changes is highlighted in two key areas: optimizing infrastructure
and automating service delivery.

Optimize with Self-Driving Operations
Consider what has made public cloud providers successful. Operational teams and
infrastructure planners have access to an intelligent platform that provides reliable
insight and decision support for future needs, including hardware procurement,
application and infrastructure performance, as well as reliability, compliance and
root-cause analysis.
Self-driving operations is a concept that uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) capabilities for continuous performance, capacity planning, cost
optimization, intelligent remediation and integrated compliance.
Visibility into key performance and health indicators in advance creates trust in the
operations team. The LOB wants to trust IT and does not want to hear reasons why
IT can’t quickly resolve issues, while IT teams want to trust their platform.

Self-Service Automation
Self-service automation provisions infrastructure and application services while
applying the right policies to the right workload at the right time.
What if IT organizations were as adept at rapid iteration and improvement of their
service designs, policies and provisioning as developers are with their code?
What if developers could easily leverage the good work that the IT, network and
security organizations are already doing, and apply it to both private and public
cloud workloads?
Developers can use automatically generated blueprints to stand up the servers they
need over and over again or quickly tweak existing designs to fit new needs.
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CONSISTENT INFRASTRUCTURE

When all layers of infrastructure
(compute, network and storage)
across two or more environments are
software-defined and programmed for
automated service delivery.
CONSISTENT OPERATIONS

Builds on the foundation of consistent
infrastructure and allows IT, DevOps
and site reliability engineers (SREs) to
use the same set of tools, workflows,
configurations and policies to operate
infrastructure and applications across
the data center, cloud and edge.

Implementing Hybrid Operations
with VMware Solutions
VMware can break down silos and unify one cloud operating model that spans
multiple endpoints, hardware investments and geographies.
The planning, best practices and build efforts you initiate under VMware’s hybrid
cloud platform can be extended from your data center to public cloud endpoints
now that VMware is natively available on all major hyperscaler clouds such as
Amazon Web services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform and IBM—as well as
4,300 global VMware cloud partners.
No matter the cloud, the process remains consistent. Plans from the past won’t be
lost to memory and turnover as infrastructure and application deployments can be
managed centrally with a high level of visibility.

What is Cloud Foundation?
VMware® Cloud Foundation® is the ubiquitous hybrid cloud solution to provide
consistent software-defined and automated infrastructure with a consistent
operating model across your data center and public cloud environments.
VMware Cloud Foundation is a software defined data center solution that provides
virtualized and automated consistent infrastructure based on leading compute,
network and storage solutions – VMware vSphere®, VMware NSX® and VMware
vSAN®. It includes operations and automation tools that deliver consistent
operations across all environments with VMware vRealize® Suite, which includes
VMware vRealize Operations®, VMware vRealize Network Insight® and VMware
vRealize Automation®.

How to Enable Self-Driving Operations
Self-driving operations is enabled by vRealize Operations, a powerful nextgeneration operations platform that leverages artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) to deliver self-driving operations in vSphere-based data centers and
hybrid clouds.
The self-driving capabilities embedded in vRealize Operations and vRealize Network
Insight make IT teams more proactive, agile and efficient to quickly troubleshoot
issues a across private cloud, public cloud and edge environments.
With vRealize Operations, you can:
• Increase performance automatically to reflect business intent
• Optimize for cost, planning and procurement
• Proactively remediate issues with intelligent troubleshooting
• Leverage integrated compliance assessments
Data Center

Public Cloud

Automation and Operations

Automation and Operations

Consistent
Operating
Model
Compute

Storage

Network

VMware Cloud Foundation

CONSISTENT CLOUD OPERATING MODEL

Compute

Storage

Network

VMware Cloud Foundation
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How to Enable Self-Service Automation
With the next generation self-service functions available in VMware vRealize
Automation, work that is done to create and apply workload policies are applicable
across data center, hybrid cloud and public cloud environments. Policy and
provisioning efforts are not duplicated after they are performed the first time.
This reduces costs, eliminate silos and improves operational efficiency.
With vRealize Automation, you can:
• Eliminate error-prone manual IT tasks and processes
• Onboard workloads to the cloud quickly and consistently
• Enable consistent visibility and governance for workloads deployed across
any environment
• Reduce day-to-day administration, support and maintenance

Unlock Visibility and Analytics Within and Between Clouds
Cloud migration and data center consolidation initiatives often fail because the key
teams involved—security, network and operations—aren’t able to understand the
effects of the changes planned. But moving workloads is only half the problem.
If your network and security practices do not have visibility into how their applications
behave over the network, movement of those apps represents significant risk.
vRealize Network Insight is used to build and optimize a highly available and secure
network infrastructure across hybrid environments.
With vRealize Network Insight, you can:
• Discovery application behavior using analytics that can see within and
between clouds
• Optimize network performance and scaling of physical and virtual networks
• Simplify workload operations and migrations with application
dependencies visibility
• Secure applications and enable compliance through micro-segmentation

Automate Ongoing Network Operations
To eliminate slow provisioning times and manual processes, and to complete the
agility equation, IT organizations must also automate networking and security.
VMware NSX Data Center can be used to automate ongoing network operations,
provide enhanced visibility and simplify troubleshooting.
With NSX Data Center, you can:
• Unify your networking and security models to implement consistent policies
• Apply policy across datacenters, clouds, VMs, containers, bare metal and the edge
• Migrate VMs or entire data centers with minimal or no application downtime
• Deliver seamless application mobility to and from the cloud or between
physical sites
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RESOURCES

Find out more about hybrid cloud
operations with these additional
resources.
Hybrid Cloud Operations Solution Brief
How to Achieve Success in Hybrid
Cloud Operations
How to Optimize Hybrid Cloud with
Self-Driving Operations
Getting Started with Hybrid Cloud
Operations Hands-on Lab
Realize the Value of VMware Hybrid
Cloud Operations Solution

Conclusion
The competitive and cost advantages of the public cloud are available to organizations
today. The key to leveraging those advantages lies in the efficiency and agility to
drive innovation and business outcomes. A cloud operating model supports business
success across private, public and edge environments, allowing you to bridge your
existing talent and investments into new application deployment and development
opportunities. VMware makes it easy for existing infrastructure, operations and
security teams to adopt a cloud operating model into their practice areas and
support innovation.
Delivering a successful cloud experience to your development, line of business and
IT stakeholders requires the cost effective, quick and easy onboarding of new and
existing workloads. A cloud operating model, enabled through VMware Cloud
Foundation, helps you achieves all three.
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